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Democratic Design in recovering city life in District Six
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TO RECOVER THE

WHAT...?
(...was the community in District Six?)
+ historical background
+ memory of the community
+ influence of global factors

T
R
A
ST RE
HE

LINE
FOLLOW THE WHITE RABBI
T

1.

THIS IS A TIMELINE OF
DISTRICT SIX & BACKBONE OF
OUR PROJECT

PAST
strong sence of community

”

lively public space
and dense urban fabric

CITY

4.

OK, GREAT, BUT
HOW CAN WE DO IT?
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3.

OH!

THAT IS WHAT IT
IS ABOUT !

OUR GOAL

5.

THIS IS THE KEY

!
!
!
T
I
O
ET´S D

CITY, THE COMMUNITY MUST BE RECOVERED

(...can we do it?)

(...do we need to recover it?)
+ analysis (emptiness
& big question mark)
+ ownership problem
+ democratic design

+ democratic design = urban regeneration
+ urban regeneration = urban theories
+ dynamic masterplan
+ plan of action
+ points of interaction
+ actions, actors and elements
+ scenarios of urban regeneration
+ towards democratic city

WE ARE SOMEWHERE HERE.

IN A COUPLE OF SECS THE DEATH OF BRAIN
WILL OCCUR

NOW
”emptiness” and memory

6.

HOW...?

WHY...?

L

...

BUT!

...

!

WE HAVE
A PLAN

FUTURE

2.

OUR
PLAN

recovering the memory

‘wild west’ landscape

recovering the city life

NO CITY

RECOVERING THE CITY

TO RECOVER THE CITY, THE COMMUNITY MUST BE RECOVERED

T

IS THE URBAN REGENERATION OF DISTRICT SIX
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HMMMM... BUT
WHAT IS THIS
PROJECT ABOUT?

?

THEORY [T]

ACTORS’
ENGAGEMENT

Garden city concept
Neighborhood Unit concept
Villa Radieuse concept
Notion of apartheid

Non places

METHOD [M]

Top-down research

TECHNICAL [TS]
SOLUTION

Community

Us - designers

Municipality
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Bottom-up analysis
Human behaviour

Lynch analysis,
surveys
and interviews

People’s impressions p.60

Problems mapping p. 56

Brief history of Dustrict Six p.34

From global to local p.30

Apartheid city p.26

City growth p.22

Read to understand!!!, p.6

Our motivation, p.5

Potentials mapping p.58

Study trip p.54

The ‘emptiness’ of District Six p.52

Street life in District Six: community spirir p.36
Jazz, trust and diversity

Let’s zoom in p.32

The trigger of urban regeneration p.28
FIFA World Cup 2010

How modernism reinforced apartheid p.24
City growth and social segregation

General informations about Cape Town, p.12

Concept
Concept
of the
ofborder
the border

Mobility
Mobility
concept
concept

Democratic
Democratic
Design
Design Urban
Urban
regeneration
regeneration
| Performative
| Performative
urbanism
urbanism
Sustainable
Sustainable
Design
Design
Urban
Urban
Catalyst
Catalyst
| Landscape
| Landscape
urbanism
urbanism
Qualities
Qualities
of urban
of urban
space
space
Urban
Urban
Acupuncture
Acupuncture
| Democratic
| Democratic
city city

Dynamic
Dynamic
masterplan
masterplan
Action
Action
plan plan

Safety
Safety
precautions
precautions
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‘Raw‘Raw
city’ city’

Manifestos
Manifestos
Formulas
Formulas

Urban
Urban
mobility
mobility
scenarios
scenarios

Catalogue
of urban
elements p.88
Catalogue
of actors/agents
p.90

Action plan p.86

Figure index, p.146

Figure index, p.146

Democratic City p. 142

Democratic City p. 142

Point of interaction E p.122

Point of interaction D p.116
Point of interaction E p.122

Point of interaction D p.116

Point of interaction B p.104

Point of interaction A p.98
Point of interaction B p.104

Point of interaction A p.98

Catalogue of technical solutions p.94

Literature references, p. 148

mobility
scenarios p.138
LiteratureUrban
references,
p. 148

Urban mobility scenarios p.138

Future regeneration of District Six, p.134

Future regeneration of District Six, p.134

Point of interaction F p.128

Point of interaction F p.128

Point of interaction C p.110

Point of interaction C p.110

District Six in six points of interaction p.96

District Six in six points of interaction p.96

Catalogue
of urban results
Catalogue
of actors/agents
p.90 p.92
Catalogue of urban results p.92

Urban Concept p.82
Catalogue of urban elements p.88

Dynamic master plan p.84
Action plan p.86

Catalogue of technical solutions p.94

Urban Concept p.82

Understanding the project p.80

Understanding the project p.80

Capetonians community now p.72

Capetonians community now p.72

The border of Keizezgracht Street p.68

The border of Keizezgracht Street p.68

Meeting on borders p. 64

Dynamic master plan p.84

Vision p.78

Vision p.78

Why Democratic Design p. 70

Why Democratic Design p. 70

What is District SIx now

Situation plan p.66
What
is District
SIx now
Situation
plan p.66

Why District Six is like that? p.62
Land
ownership
Why District
Six isproblem
like that? p.62
Meeting
on
borders
64
Land ownershipp.problem
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AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA

WESTERN CAPE
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CAPE TOWN
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‘’It’s funny thing, but it’s
only in the District

Six

that I feel safe.
District Six is like an
island, (…) an island

in
a sea of apartheid.’’

Rive R., ‘Buckingham Palace’ , District Six, 1986

Memories about Life in District Six during the apartheid in 1960
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PAST
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DUTCH COLONY

BRITISH OCCUPATION

1814

1812

1900

- Economic transformation and
industrialization in Cape Town

-Implementation of trams and trains
networks for commuters

- Increasement of population

- Densification of areas nearby
transportation systems

- Large demand of good, services and
buildings
-Densification and expansion
(horizontal and vertical)
- Rise of property landlords taking
advantage of the land, some of them
until bankrupt (including that of
Alexander Tennand of Zonnebloem)
-City developed in a grid structure
- Wealthy inhabitants started to
move to quieter and more spacious
suburbs

- Middle and upper class moved to
the developing suburbs
- Income segregation: poor people
occupied vacated houses closed to
employement oportunities and urban
services in the City Bowl and started
to move to the Cape Flats creating
the first slums
- Development organized in clusters,
not homogeneously
- Laws included standars for
minimum requirements in every
construction (sanitary measures)

(1) Garden City” theory, by Ebenezer Howard.
(2) “Radiant City” by Le Corbusier
(3) “Neighborhood Unit”, by Clarence Perry
(4) Commision Report London, by Sir Clement Anderson Montague-Barlow
(5) Metropolotan Spatial Development Framework
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1944
- After the Great Depresion (1930’s)
there was a construction boom,
which created more job oportunities
and therefore more immigration
- Housing crisis brought two
consequences: overcrowding of the
inner city and development of
informal housing on the Cape Flats
- Some urban planning theories (1)
were applied in the development of
the suburbs
- Townships were buildt racially and
spatially segregated in the Cape Flats,
using some ideas of functionalist
modern planning (2)
- Foreshore developed over infield
land

APARTHEID PERIOD

1968
- National Party elected in 1948
brought the institutionalization of
apartheid and its spatial planning
principles of separate development
- Between 1960 and 1969, after the
implementation of the Group Areas
Act., 18000 mostly colored people were
removed from their homes and
resetled in the new townships in the
Cape Flats
- The design of the townships were
based on the urban planning theory
of the Neighborhood Unit (3)
- Freeway contruction Technology
imported from USA (creating bigger
infrastructure newtworks in the city),
as well as the shopping mall concept
- Absence of human scale in the city
due to this new changes

1976

DEMOCRACY

1992-NOW

- The amount of colored houses in
the new townships was not enough

- Abandonment of the apartheid in
1994

- Eventhough the municipality tried to
keep black Africans away from the
city center, they came looking for
employment

- Continuous growth of the poor
population in the suburbs

- The mayority of the population lived
away form the City Bowl in ratially
and spatially sepatated commuter
suburbs
- Large high-speed routes did not
integrate existing areas as planned,
rather than isolate them
- Construction of suburban shopping
centers drew commerce away form
the city center
- Dificulties to control growth in the
suburbs with some other urban
planning theories (4)
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- Increasement of room occupancy
rates and informal densification
- Housing crisis and suburban sprawl,
development of Khayelitsha (450000
people) and Michell’s Plain (33000
housing units)
- Farmlands and natural landscapes
threatened by urban sprawl
- Public transport became
problematic
- Renewed apreciation of old urban
housing around the city by the middle
class
- The Municipal Spatial Development
Framework (MSDF) proposed
guidelines to adress the existing
problems of the city (5)
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Keizesgracht

CAPE TOWN

CITY BOWL

DISTRICT SIX

District Six location
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1812
- Growth in population after
the British colonization
- Urban development in
Table’s Valley
- Street as extension of the
dwelling units becoming
“outdoor rooms”
- Wine farming in the slopes of
Devil’s Peak (Zonnebloem)
- ‘New Market’ trading area
stablished to the east of the
city on order to calatyze the
area for further development

1862

1900
- Municipality of Cape Town is
divided in six districts
(therefore the area is named
District Six)

- Expansion of low-income
settlements in the edge of
the city
- Gentrification of the city
center

- Densification and
industrialization (ratil tracks as
barrier to the north of District
Six)

- Urban development in
District Six
- Hanover street as a
dominant street in
Kanaladorp (see p. 34 for
further explanations)

- Hanover Street as axial
route of commerce towards
the suburbs in the east
- Social Institutions stablished
in Distric Six

- Mixed use land

- Social stratification
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1944
- District Six is a low income
fully-developed comunity
-Trafalgar Park as a green
barrier to the east of District
Six
- Intermitent attempts of
“slum clearance”
- Zonning and separation of
functions in the city

?
APARTHEID PERIOD

1968

1992

NOW

FUTURE

- Institutionalization of
apartheid

- Abandonment of the
apartheid (1994)

- Infrastructure in the area of
District Six is oversized

- Improvement of the
transportation system?

- District Six declared a “white
only area”

- Only a religious buildings in
District Six remains

- Problems with transportation

- Mixed use?

- Land ownership problems

- Densification?

- Forced removals towards
new townships on Cape Flats

- District Six stays under
developed: still not many on
going projects

- Regeneration of the area?

- Demolition of existing
dwellings

- Most of the constructions
were bulldozered but religious
buildings (several churches
and mosques)

- Investment in infrastructure:
wider roads, construction of
Eastern Boulevard

- Hanover Street has being
rerouted and renamed
Keizersgracht

- Rename area to
Zonnebloem after the original
farm
- Wites-only Cape Technicon
relocates in District Six
- Obliteration of the grid

- Establishment of the District
Six Steering Committee

- Cape Town municipality has
no faith on the development
of the area in a short future
(municipality meeting, study
trip)

- A number of proposals have
failed to materialized In District
Six area
- Technikon University owns
more than 22% of the land
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- Integration of Distric Six in the
urban fabric of the city?
- Equal oportunities to enjoy
the city?
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Nothing
is happening here
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“Comming back to live there? I wouldn’t like that!

I don’t have another 40 years to create
a community there”
Joe Schaffers
77 years old
Educator in District Six Museum/
Former Environmental Health Officer

“The area needs something for young people, to
keep them

away from drugs”
House keeper
58 years old

“People take public spaces for granted, they just want
them, without taking care of them, that is why

they

don’t work here in Cape Town”
Bartender
39 years old

“We definitelly need community activities and a

It is
much safer than the suburbs so we
nice park to chill on a bech, it fits there.
could do many things, like dance!.”
Hostel reception manager/
Former profesional dancer
48 years old
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“I like taxi because it is nice and quick.”
Taxi driver
41 years old

“It is a green area, but just too sad [..] just too
abandoned: no buildings, no spaces.. just

a
massive brand-new road”
Ernesto Aguado
Spanish tourist/Work as farmer
25 years old

“I would very much like to live there. It

is so

close to the city centre [...] very green and
beautiful views!”
Elizabeth
25 years old
Tour guide

“I don’t really feel unsafe but disconected,
from other public spaces and from the city”
Alastair Graham
51 years old
City planner
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[Why is District Six like that?]
[Land ownership problem]
Why did District Six become a desert landscape? Why does
it remain underdeveloped? These pages try to answer these
questions by unfolding the problem of land ownership in the
area. We attempt to explain what happened in the past, how
it influenced the current situation and what is today’s ‘status’
of the ownership problem.

WHAT HAPPENED THERE?
1966

District Six declared a ‘white group area’

1968

First demolitions occur and the process of forced
removals is continued

1978

District Six is renamed Zonnebloem (sunflower)
an the rehabilitation of the area for ‘whites’ is
commenced.

1982

The Cape Technicon (technical university) for
‘whites’ is established in District Six despite strong
public protests.

1987

The ex-residents of District Six come together to
struggle against attempts to redevelop District
Six without their involvement (The Hands off
District Six alliance of civics, religious organizations,
schools, sport organizations and political structures)

1993

The Cape Community Land Trust is established
for the purpose of returning the land to victims of
forces removals.

1997

Legend

District Six Beneficiary Trust is formed to drive, coordinate and monitor the processed of restitution
and redevelopment in District Six in consultation
with the relevant authorities.

Land to be transfered
to the trust
Technicon land
Claims submitted

* Data source: District Six Museum, Cape Town
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WHAT NOW?
Regarding the complex heritage of the past, redeveloping
Given the complex heritage of the past, redeveloping District
Six has become a complicated task. It is difficult to establish
a compromise between investors, political structures
(municipality, government), current owners of the land and
former residents of District Six, who still hope to get their
properties back (Municipality of Cape Town, 2016). Moreover,
some important questions have not yet been addressed
efficiently: who has the right to claim the land? Are those only
the people who used to live there or also their descendants?
What will happen in a situation where the land has changed
owners during the apartheid time and now belongs to e.g. The
Cape Technicon? Furthermore, what kind of developments
should be promoted there? Is it housing, mixed uses, offices?
The multiplicity of unanswered questions brought us to the
conclusion that District Six today is one big field of conflict. It
has to be solved in the future, but for now, the only space free
from conflicts is a space of borders. In this projects the borders
are overlapping the streets, as can be observed on the plan
presented on these pages (land claim map in District Six). A
decision to work on the borders has been taken to deal with
the complex problem of the land ownership, which is one of the
main factors preventing the development of District Six.

Land claim map in District Six
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[Meeting on borders]
[Blurring inequity]

As it was stated on the previous page, the borders have
been
selected
site previous
of intervention.
In District
Six,
it
As
it was
statedasona the
page, the
borders
have
meant
workingaswith
the
However,
the discovery
been
selected
a site
ofstreets.
intervention.
In District
Six, it
of the borders'
the neighborhood
meant
working problem
with the in
streets.
However, thescale
discovery
became
an inspiration
out one more
time and
of
the borders'
problem to
in zoom
the neighborhood
scale
investigate
in a broader
scale out
of the
city.
became
an it
inspiration
to zoom
one
more time and
investigate it in a broader scale of the city.

As it was stated on the previous page, the borders have
been selected as a site of intervention. In District Six, it
meant working with theBorder*:
streets. However,
the discovery
theedge
of the borders' problem in the neighborhood scale
Border*:
the
edge
orzoom
boundary
of time and
became an inspiration to
out one more
orscale
boundary
of
investigate it in a broader
of the or
city.
something,
the

something,
part nearorit.the
part near it.
*Oxford Dictionary, 2016
*Oxford Dictionary, 2016

Border*: theedge
or boundary of
something, or the
CITY OF BORDERS
part near it.

CITY OF BORDERS
The research brought a conclusion that Cape Town is a city
*Oxford
Dictionary,
2016
of borders.
The
borders
observed
inthat
the Cape
city can
be divided
The
research
brought
a conclusion
Town
is a city
into
administrative
(between
municipalities
andbe divided
of
borders.
The borders
observed
in the city can
neighborhoods),
physical
(streets,
walls and and
fences), natural
into
administrative
(between
municipalities
(Atlantic Ocean and
Table
Mountains)
social
(due
neighborhoods),
physical
(streets,
wallsand
andfinally
fences),
natural
to a race,Ocean
gender,
religion,
or psychological
borders).
(Atlantic
and
Table income
Mountains)
and finally social
(due
The
reason
of that
situation
can be
found in the history
of
to
a race,
gender,
religion,
income
or psychological
borders).
the reason
city, especially
in the way
the
urban
The
of that situation
can
bemodernist
found in the
history of
planning
theories shaped
it (see
24). Regarding
the fact,
the
city, especially
in the way
thep.modernist
urban
CITY OF
BORDERS
that the borders
inherent
part
of the
urban life
in fact,
Cape
planning
theoriesare
shaped
it (see
p. 24).
Regarding
the
The research
brought
that
Cape
is
a city
Town,
the
goal aofconclusion
theinherent
project
is
to reverse
the
negative
that
the
borders
are
part
of Town
the urban
life in Cape
of borders.
The
in the
can
divided
perception
of 'aofobserved
border'
and
turn
into be
a space
of connecTown,
theborders
goal
the project
is city
toitreverse
the negative
into administrative
municipalities
and a place.
tion, negotiation,
gathering
a meeting
perception
of(between
'a border'
and -turn
it into
space of connecneighborhoods), physical (streets, walls and fences), natural
tion, negotiation, gathering - a meeting place.

Border definition in Cape Town diagram

(Atlantic Ocean and Table Mountains) and finally social (due
to a race, gender, religion, income or psychological borders).
The reason of that situation can be found in the history of
the city, especially in the way the modernist urban
planning theories shaped it (see p. 24). Regarding the fact,
that the borders are inherent part of the urban life in Cape
Town, the goal of the project is to reverse the negative
See
perception of 'a border'
and turn it into a space of connecDe Waterkant
Point
tion, negotiation, gathering
- a meeting
place.
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MOBILITY CONCEPT
In the neighborhood scale, the presence of
both MyCity bus stops (see p. 30) and a route
of touristic sightseeing bus generates flows
which can be enhanced to recover the city
life in District Six. The potential of mobility,
which already exists there, can be reinforced
by implementation
democratic public
MOBILITY of
CONCEPT
spaces. However, due to the landownership
In the
neighborhood
scale, the
presence
problem (see
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it is not possible
to do
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way,
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However,This
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possible due
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low p.traffic
onnot
Keizeproblem
62) it is
possible to do it in
a traditional
way, bythe
creating
fixed design
zgracht Street.
Furthermore,
wideatransit
the does
bus stops.
Therefore,
zone, how itaround
is today,
not create
a the mobility
concept of decreasing
the number of the car
friendly environment
for new developments.

current situation

two-lanes road

lanes from 6 to only 2 and using the leftover
space of the road as a stage for temporary
activities is implemented. This intervention is
possible due to the low traffic on Keizezgracht Street. Furthermore, the wide transit
zone, how it is today, does not create a
friendly environment for new developments.

two-lanes road

Mobility concept diagrams: current situation and proposal
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[Site of the intervention]
[What is in District Six now?]
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Cape Town
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N
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As it was stated on the previous page, the particular ‘border’,
understanding border as a place, of the Keizersgracht Street was
chosen due to its central location in the area and existence of
public transportation facilities. Moreover, many actors which can
be integrated into the process of regeneration of the area - the
churches, the mosques, the university, the existing communities
- are present within easy reach. The previous name of the street
was Hanover Street and it used to be one of the main and the
most vibrant public spaces in District Six (District Six Museum,
study trip, 2016).
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[The border of Keizersgracht Street]

View towards the City Bowl

View toward the Walmer Estate neighborhood

The street in front of the university

‘Emptiness’ of the street
Keizersgracht is a linear border, designed as a transit zone, with
six lanes. However, there is no necessity for such a big road, regarding the low traffic. Furthermore, the road does not create a
friendly environment for future develepment of the city fabric.
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MyCiti
However, implenetation of the bus rapit transit was a possitive change in the city, the location of its stops does not related with the
existing flows. (Graham, study trip, 2016)

NOT VERY BUSY...
Stops design

New pavement (MyCiti
bus stops) vs. the old one

a busy street?

New pavement (MyCiti
bus stops) vs. the old one
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Pedestrians vs. the
rest of the world?

[Why Democratic Design]
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RESEARCH/

ANALYSIS²:
Bottom up designer
perspective.

DESIGN
STRATEGY³:

D
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Design solutions
based on analysis
and negotiation
applied in specific
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Democratic Process ‘actors’
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n' research
d light on
e
e Town.

[M]
jI>OFC>KMJbCAO >OFC>KMaIAaKGCN>JD>OFC>BCHJAM?tic process were applied in the most
efficient way during the study trip (see...).
Different parties and factors have been
engaged. Interviews with locals and specialist were conducted, an dialog with the city
council of Cape Town was opened and it
provided the advisory and consultancy tools.
gPMOFCMHJMC >OFC>FCMaO?EC>JD>OFC>KG?AC >
understood as its memory and social
patterns, were taken into consideration.
gaI?GGT >HPGOaKGC>?I?GTNaN>aI>NaOP>?IB>@JOOJH-up' research were performed to get a
NP@bCAOaQC>PIBCMNO?IBaIE>JD>OFC>KG?AC>DMJH>
a designer perspective. The knowledge
gained during that process was necessary
to start a development of a proposal for the
area.

As it was stated before democratic design is
grounded on principles of democratic
design, therefore, it seeks to establish a link
between different authors, such as communities, designers, authorities and investors, in order to take decisions and actions
for the future development of urban areas
in the city (Casanova, 2012). It can be said
that the democratic processes are crucial
for accomplishing the design (Miesen, 2010).

mocratic
g public
rban areas
groups’
y in order
ublic

...
CAN YOU STILL
CHANGE THE
LOCATION?
WE WOULD LIKE
TO DEVELOP OUR
PROJECT IN
DISTRICT SIX

US

GOOD LUCK
THEN...

MUNICIPALITY
Fragment of conversation with Cape Town Municipality
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[Capetonian’s community now]
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”We never had a

perfect plan
but if you are

50% sure do it!”
A. Gaham.
Urban Regenerator Designer,
Special Planning Department
Cape Town Interview, 23-04-2016
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FUTURE
FUTURE
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1=
1=
1=
1=
1=
1=
1=
1=
1=
1=

Vision
Understanding the project
Concept Keizersgracht
Dynamic masterplan
Action plan
Catalogue of urban elements
Catalogue of actors/agents
Catalogue of urban results
Catalogue of technical solutions
District Six in six points of Interaction

1=
1=
1=
1=
1=

Points of interaction (A-F)
Wish list for urban regeneration
Scenarios of regeneration of District Six
Urban mobility [TS]
Democratic City / Reflection

This chapter is answering the question how the urban
regeneration can start in District Six, by unfolding the theories
within Democratic Design, such as Performative Urbanism,
Urban Catalyst, Landscape Architecture and Urban Acupuncture,
with the aim to create of a Democratic City.
To represent this non-traditional urbanism, ‘dynamic master
plan’ and ‘action plan’ were used as tool methods to establish
a framework for the organization of different events that
can catalyze the use of the spaces in District Six, the actors
involved and the future possible scenarios as results of different
combinations of them. It also presents the vision of the project,
concept as well as a more detailed plans of the project applied in
six points of interaction through temporal performative events.
The chapter ends with a graphic reflection and conclusions
about the project and its influence for the construction of a
Democratic City.
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[Vision]

Keizersgracht
Street
Residence

Table Mountain

Lion`s Head

Signal Hill

Primary Schoolx
College

Mosche
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Moravian
Chapel

Cape Peninsula
University of
Technology

Would it be possible to use

Design

to

catalyze

regeneration of

Democratic
the future

Distrix Six

urban

by designing

points of interaction in Keizersgracht
street?

Hill
City Center
City Center

la
Residences
Residences
(Relocation)
(Relocation)

District District
Six
Six
Port
Road remains
Road remains
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Port

[Understanding the project]
What is the best way to draw temporary projects? How to make a plan for these
non-fixed-planned
areas? How
to organize
and understand the combination of different
What is the best way
to present temporary
projects?
How to
“agents”
and where and
how they
participate? Good methods to represent tempomake a plan for these
non-fixed-planned
areas?
How should
to organize
projects areof
the
so-called:
“Dynamic
and understand theral
combination
different
“agents”
andmaster
where plan” (Raumlaborberlin, 2007), represented by
a timeline
of urban
processes
that
a framework for different possibilities and combiand how they should
participate?
Good
methods
toworks
represent
nation
of actors to
implement
urban events
temporal projects are
the so-called:
Firstly,
the ‘Dynamic
masterand future transformations. And the “action
plan”
(Raoul
Bunschoten),
representing
the points
of interaction in relation with the inputs
plan’ (Raumlaborberlin,
2007),
represented
both
by a timeline
of
the “dynamic
master possibilities
plan”.
urban processes thatpresented
work as ain
framework
for different

Action Plan

Dynamic master plan

and the combination of actors to implement urban events
and future transformations. Secondly, the ‘action plan’ (Raoul
Bunschoten), representing the points of interaction in relation to
the inputs presented in the ‘dynamic master plan’.

URBAN CATALYST

PERFORMATIVE
URBANISM
(Actors/Agents + Urban elements)

(Urban elements catalyzed
by Actors/Agents)

workshops

urban park

Dynamic Master plan
DYNAMIC MASTER PLAN
Timeline
presenting
different
Timeline
urban
urban presenting
elements, different
actors, and
elements,
actors combining
and results.
Their
results which
them
combinations
indesign
the of
design
create
resulted in the
scenarios
different
for the future
of futurescenarios
regeneration.
regeneration.
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Action Plan
ACTION PLAN
Scenario of urban regeneration
Proposed
scenario
of the
urban
presenting
the different
points
of
regeneration
interaction.presenting the different
points of interaction.

DEMOCRATIC
DEMOCRATIC
DESIGN
DESIGN

URBAN
URBAN
REGENERATION
REGENERATION

LANDSCAPE
LANDSCAPE
URBANISM
URBANISMURBAN
URBAN
ACUPUNCTURE
ACUPUNCTURE
(Urban
(Urban
elements)
elements)

(Six (Six
points
points
of interaction)
of interaction)

DEMOCRATIC
DEMOCRATIC
CITY
CITY

(catalogue
(catalogue
of urban
of urban
results)
results)

Urban elements

Urban results

Points of interaction
Actors/Agents

Points of interaction
POINTS OF INTERACTION
They represent punctual intervenThey represent
punctual
interventions
tions in the
area by
the use of
in the specifics
area by theurban
use of element
specific urban
and
element
andThey
actors.
can be
actors.
can They
be repeated
in
repeated
in areas
other with
places
with characsimilar
other
similar
characteristics
teristics (communities, facilities).
facilities).
These These
six points
were
six points
were developed
developed
in terms
or design
in terms
or designbecause
because they
they
contain
meanings
that
areare
unfolded
in
hide
meanings
that
unfolded
manifestos.
in manifestos.

Catalogues:
CATALOGUES
The catalogues a collection of
The urban
catalogues
are collections
urban
elements,
actors andofurban
elements,
urban inresults,
results, actors
which and
are used
the
which
are used in the project.
project.

Project reading guide
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[T]

[Urban concept]

CURRENT SITUATION
Empty areas
Wide roads
Lack of human flows and activities

DEMOCRATIC DESIGN= PERFORMATIVE URBANISM= HUMAN
FLOWS
Urban flows and human interaction are brought by applying
temporary activities together with the participation of different
actors and urban elements (the dynamic master plan).

URBAN REGENERATION THROUGH DEMOCRATIC DESIGN

The urban regeneration’s aim is to create 24 hours spaces
between buildings by the use of the place-making and hence
the democratic design (Jensen, 2007). There are four elements
of the urban regeneration that are strongly related with the
democratic design (Jensen, 2007):
1= Job opportunities: the democratic design helps to
find activities that can transform economy and bring
investments.
1= Education: participatory design promotes selfeducation. They learn how to work together and
how to create strategies for the social, cultural and
economic activities development.
1= Security: constant flows create safe areas and
the democratic city creates opportunities for the
encounter of different flows at different times.
1= Mobility: the democratic design improves the
infrastructure to have the power of moving freely.

The urban regeneration reverses the urban decline of areas
by improving the physical structure, the social interaction
and the economic growth of the areas through citizen
participation and collaboration (Jensen, 2007). Therefore, the
democratic design prepares the field for urban regeneration.
The city transformation should occur progressively, taking
into consideration the equal development of all the areas
in order to keep a balance and harmony in terms of the
social cohesion, urban and economic growth. To achieve this
balance it is necessary to implement democratic design with
the participation of citizens, public and private institutions
and decision makers in order to understand social patterns,
historical background and work-financial-potential dynamics
to create solutions and urban attractiveness for private
investment.
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Urban regeneration concept

[T]

DEMOCRATIC SPACE
Formalization of the construction of permanent public spaces
around the areas of temporal activities.

URBAN REGENERATION= DEMOCRATIC CITY
‘Mutation’ (1) from public space (created and catalyzed by
temporal activities) to build areas.

PERFORMATIVE URBANISM AND URBAN CATALYSTS
Performative urbanism can be understood as creating
temporary usages, which catalyze urban areas or buildings
that are underused or degraded, by the use of the urban
catalysts, which in these projects are urban elements (see
catalogue on page 88) (Lehtovuori P. and S. Ruoppila, 2012).
The performative projects go through different phases, from
concept to negotiation with different parties and finally,
creation of an event. (Lehtovuori P. and S. Ruoppila, 2012). In
this respect, performative projects are strategies of the urban
regeneration.

Willingness and the combination of different actors are key
to triggering the processes for the application of temporary
uses in specific areas. The actors can be catalogued into
communities, investors, event organizers, public authorities,
designers and other professionals (see Catalogue actors/
agents p. 86-87). For public entities, the parallel development
of the city areas should be a political, social and economic
interest and the desired scenario to start temporary events
by the use of an urban catalyst should be public motivation,
including citizen participation.

There are tools that can be used to design the strategy for
the application of temporal projects, such as a ‘dynamic
master plan’ (Raumlaborberlin, 2007) and action plan (Raoul
Bunschoten, 2013).

(1)
Mutation: term used in urban acupuncture projects to express the transformation of the spaces or landscape elements (Casanova H. & Hernandez J, 2014)
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[Dynamic masterplan]
DYNAMIC MASTER PLAN OF THE PROJECT
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Dynamic masterplan

[M]

[Action plan]
The presented ´action plan´ is an urban
scenario, which combines different
urban elements, actors and urban
results, presented in the dynamic
masterplan,
plus
the
technical
solutions that can be applied for this
scenario. It is the first attempt of the
temporary uses plan that can be
applied as a ´pilot project`.

Legend
Intentional
Flows

Urban
elements
Urban
results

*

Borders of
interaction

*
Actors *

A
1

A

Education

*

Points of
1
Interaction

Housing

Multiplied
Points of
Interaction 2

Commercial

Tenant St.

*

Tourist

Technical
solutions

Religious

CIty Center

A

Parking

*See Catalogue (see pages 88-94)
1

Points of interaction represent
punctual interventions in the area
by the use of specifics urban
element and actors. They can be
repeated in other areas with similar
characteristics
(communities,
facilities, landscapes). These six
points selected in the plan
(A,B,C,D,E,F), were designed in detail
due to their meaning that is
unfolded by manifestos [M]. (see
page 96).
2 Points of interaction not developed
in the project, with development
potential.
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C

URBAN ACUPUNCTURE
The capacity of transformation of these landscapes refers to Urban Acupuncture, which
is the other way to address the inclusion of the different activities into the place. It
is possible to establish the urban elements, social and economic strategies for the
future development and the new actors’ interventions by localizing those existing
agents and actors. These urban elements have the capacity to ‘mutate’ in time or to be
transformed, which is one of the main keys of the urban acupuncture. As it is expressed
in Terra Fluxus ‘the potential of landscape is the ability to shift scales, to locate urban
fabrics in their regional and biotic contexts, and to design relationships between
dynamic environmental processes and urban form.’ (Corner, 2006, page 24). Organic
growth is necessary for the urban regeneration, and applying landscape through the
urban acupuncture creates a balance between the development of built and open
areas, enhancing also the progressive development of urban areas. The Landscape
Urbanism sketches processes over time, the staging of surfaces, the operational or
working method, and the imaginary. Placing the urban elements creates new ‘flow’
patterns and new ‘forces’. (Corner, 2016)
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LANDSCAPE URBANISM
The Landscape Urbanism ‘offers an alternative to the rigid mechanism of centralist
planning’ (Corner,2006, page 23), an alternative to address the transformation of District
Six towards urban regeneration. It is necessary to catalyze the empty areas through
performative spaces. These performative spaces are created by the use of different
urban elements (see catalogue page 88) that stitching the areas together create an
urban sense of competiveness and belonging. The aim is to introduce new flows into
the area by temporary activities that reinforce the memory of the place and therefore
its identity: ‘Landscape is a cultural phenomenon that can be described by its three
main constituting components: Nature, artifacts and social organization. Value is always
automatically embedded in landscape; it is never value free’ (Akito, 2014). Therefore,
the landscape is understood as a ‘nature’, and the ‘nature’ is equal to the identity.
The proposed urban elements create a new nature for the place and hence urban
readability, ‘Landscape drives the process of city formation’ (Corner, 2006, page 24).
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[Catalogue of urban elements]
The urban elements were designed according to the meaning
of the place discovered during the research and study trip. The
meaning of the place is expressed by manifestos for each of the
six, selected and developed through points of interaction. These
elements are going to be used for temporary activities, therefore
the materials for their construction should be low cost (recycled
wood and metal, fabric, vegetation) and the quality of design should
be a focus point. In addition, these elements have the capacity
to be repeated in the urban area, and transformed by users, in
order to catalyze the democratic transformation of District Six. All
the elements are used in combination with at least one technical
solution in order to improve the safety conditions for the users.

a

b

Platforms

c

Flexible structures / covers

e

d

Green Hills/ Playground
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c

f

Tables

Lightning

e

Glass houses

Farming Pots
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[Catalogue of actors/agents *]
The actors /agents are examples, which can be involved in the
democratic design process (negotiation) in order to create a
strategy for the application of temporary activities in the points
of interaction. In this respect, it is possible to achieve urban
regeneration of the area through democratic design. These
actors can participate in all the urban scenarios in different
periods. They are communities, designers, sponsors, public
authorities and private institutions.

The municipality, communities, professionals, urban designers
and city planners, are the actors that participate in the first
scenario of the project design. The sponsors are examples
of institutions that currently exist and run urban temporary
activities in the city, which were used as an inspiration to
reinforce the concept and manifestos behind the points of
interactions and the urban elements.

I

I

Fig 24: Government of South Africa

Fig 25: Municipality of Cape Town

II

III

Designers and professionals

Communities/Tourists/Associations

IV

IV

Fig 26: Jazz association

Fig 27: Public space transformators
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V

V

Fig 28: Art promoters

Fig 29: Wine producers

V

V

Fig 30: Transport company of South Africa

Fig 31: Urban Farming Association

V

V

Fig 32: Lotery sponsors

Fig 33: Cullinan & Association
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[Catalogue of urban results]
The urban results represent the social, economic and urban
impacts and values the areas can acquire once they are catalyzed
by the activities performed in the points of interaction. These
impacts and values reflect sustainability that can be achieved
through democratic design due to an involvement of different
target groups, interests and ideas.

1

2

Fig. 34: Recreational activities

3

Fig. 35: Economic growth

5

6

Fig. 36: Investment

7

Fig. 37: Citizen Participation

9

10

Fig. 38: Densification

Fig. 39: Public spaces
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11

3

4

Fig. 40: Identity

7

Fig. 41: Social Cohesion

8

Fig. 42: Equity

11

Fig. 43: Cultural activities

12

Fig. 44: Sustainable actions

Fig. 45: Improvement of infrastructure
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The technical solutions for the performative scenario are safety
solutions proposed for the implementation of the project. The idea
is to innovate the use of traditional and low-cost traffic elements
by transforming them in designed landscape elements using
bright colors, textures and scale distortion (see Appendix).

*

Painting

Fig. 46: Painted pavement

*

Traffic cones

Fig. 47: Innovative use of colored cones

*

Bollards

Fig. 48: Urban bollards
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*

Speed bumps

(*)

Fig. 49: Speed bumps integrated on the pavement

*

Land relief

Fig. 50: Green speed reducers

*

Vegetation pots

Fig. 51: Attention captors by scale distortion objects
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District Six in

Six points of interaction
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Six points of interaction in Keizersgracht were mapped and selected as
part of the detailed design for the project (See Action plan page 86). They
were chosen because of their memory, relation with existing
transportation system, communities and Cape Townians desires,
reflected in the surveys done during the study trip. Each point has a
problem statement or vision, called manifesto [M], and a formula, which
express the urban element, actors, urban results and technical solutions
used for its development.

Joung boy studying in a Public Library in a Township
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Point of Interaction A:
PLATFORMS OF ACTIVITY

[Point of interaction -A-]

[M]

[Platforms of activities]
Point of Interaction A:
PLATFORMS OF ACTIVITY

WE WANT JAZZ BACK
ON THE STREETS OF
DISTRIC SIX!

[ A= a*+ I,II,IV,V= 1,2,3,5,8 ]
FORMULA (formula taken from the action plan, p. 86-87 & catalogues, p.88-95)

[ A= a*+ I,II,IV,V= 1,2,3,5,8 ]
point of interaction

actors/agents

urban elemnent
+
technical solution

urban results
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A

Jazz was an important part of the identity of District Six. Some famous jazz
musicians at that time came from there (Joe Schaffers, District Six Museum,
study
trip, an
2016).
While Jazz
a partof
ofDistrict
the South
African
culture,jazz
it is not,
Jazz was
important
partis
ofstill
indentity
Six. Some
famous
however,
the atmosphere
of their streets,
it used
to. Nevertheless,
musicianpresent
at thatintime
played an important
role inas
South
African
(Joe,
some
of the history’
in the
area
such
as of
theSouth
House
of Jazz (See
District‘pieces
Six Museum
worker,remain
2016). Jazz
still
being
part
Africans
picture
42-43), a very
small
and modest
building where
different
jazzas
concerts
culture;p.however,
it is not
present
in the atmosphere
of their
streets
it
and
used tosome
occur.“pieces
Nowadays,
the building
and the
usedsocial
to be.events
Nevertheless,
of history”
remainisinabandoned
the area such
art
walls of
tries
to recover
that in
atmosphere
a melancholic
way.
as on
theits
House
Jazz
(See picture
page XX), ainvery
small and modest
building where different jazz concerts and social events used to occur.
Having
this the
seedbuilding
of the is
history
and and
people’s
to bring
jazz
back
Nowadays,
abandon
somedesires
street art
on the
walls
tryto the
streets
as starting
points, a platform
element way.
was chosen, as a means to :
to recover
that atmosphere
in a melancholic
1=tL>HMG`N=NEB=>NGIMJEBLB=IC=MNLBBNM=>M=M@BH>L`IM=IC=>LNM =
Having1=iH@ILJIL>NB=DLBBH=>HA=E>LA=MOLC>@BM=NE>N=ICCBL=NEB=JIMM`?`F`NS=IC=EIFA`HD=
this seed of history as a starting point and the desires of people
performances
affordances.
about different
putting back
the Jazz and
on the
streets, a platform element was
1=cF>`G=J>LN=IC=NEB=MNLBBN=CIL=MI@`>F=F`CB=>HA=GOFN`@OFNOL>F=LBOH`IH
==
decided
to be use as a way:
The
following the
pages
present anofexample
of scenarios
how the platform
1=To transmit
atmosphere
streets as
of arts. elements can be
placed
in the area
next
to the
of Jazz
order
topossibility
recover the
building and
1 Incorporating
green
and
hardHouse
surfaces
thatin
offer
the
to contaits
surrounding
as a futureand
cultural
spot.
in different
performances
affordances.
1 To claim part of the street for social life and multicultural reunion.
The following pages
101present an example of how the platform elements
can be placed in the area next to the House of Jazz in order to recover the
building and its surrounding as a future cultural spot.

House
of Jazz

Cape Town
University
Building

Bus Stop
Hanover street

AFFORDANCES

Fig. 52: Painted pavement

Fig. 53: Movable green pots

PaintedPAVEMENT
pavementAS
asAaPLATFORM
platform of
The
PAINTED
OFtransformation.
TRANSFORMATION
firstfirst
strategy
to reduce
the dimension
of the road,
decrease
The
strategy
to reduce
the dimension
of the
road,
velocity of
cars and
direct
citizens
attention
toward
decrease
velocity
of hence
cars and
hence
direct
cars citizens
the area.toward
In this the
wayarea.
spaces
of social
be
attention
In this
way, interaction
spaces of can
social
placed in can
a combination
the urban elements,
in this
interaction
be placed inwith
a combination
with the urban
case the in
platforms.
elements,
this case the platforms.
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GreenPLATFORMS
Platforms inON
parking
lots.LOTS
Transforming the atmosGREEN
PARKING
phere of the the
existing
parking lots
andexisting
claimingparking
it for other
Transforming
atmosphere
of the
lots
possible
activities
is a good
way to
transmitisthe
possibility
and
claiming
it for other
possible
activities
a good
way
having multipurpose
in the multipurpose
city using temporal
tooftransmit
the possibilityareas
of having
areas
such temporary
as ‘green pots
platforms’.
inelements
the city using
elements
such as ‘green pots
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Fig. 54: Platforms for performances

Fig. 55: Gathering points

Platforms and
events.
The city as a scenario for
PLATFORMS
ANDcultural
CULTURAL
EVENTS
performances
cultural for
activities,
such as jazz
The
city as aand
scenario
performances
andconcerts,
culturalin
order to activate
of theinspaces
a temporal
way.
activities,
such as the
jazz use
concerts,
order toinactivate
the use
These
platforms
also be used
as benches,
tables
oralso
sport
of
the spaces
in acan
temporary
way. These
platforms
can
activities
likebenches,
skating or
aerobics.
be
used as
tables
or sport activities like skating or
aerobic.
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Platforms
to TO
spread
gathering
points.POINTS
The elements are
PLATFORMS
SPREAD
GATHERING
flexible
enough are
to contain
anddifferent
to be
The elements
flexibledifferent
enough activities
to contain
move
along
According
to the
event,
they canto
activities
andthe
to areas.
be move
along the
areas.
According
be
or separated
people or
or organizers.
can
thegrouped
event, they
can be by
grouped
separated They
by people
be
spread in other
with
the same
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or organizers.
Theyareas
can be
spread
in other
areas with to
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multiply
the social activities
in urbanthe
terms.
same characteristics
to multiply
social activities in
urban terms.
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IF YOU DON’T
REMEMBER HOW THIS
PLACE LOOKS LIKE
NOW, GO TO PAGE 42!

LET’S JAZZ IT OUT!
In the sunny South African afternoon, when the sun finally
stops to burn the skin and, instead, nicely warms it up, is
there any better plan than joining the ‘District Six Jazz Street
Festival’? The only more convincing scenario is to do it with
a glass of South African wine. The rich tradition of jazz and a
nostalgic longing for it are waiting to be addressed in the future
plan for the District Six development. By implementing the
activity platforms, creating the space for people and engaging
organizations interested in managing the music and dance
events in the area, those needs are finally answered. Despite
the temporality of those kind of events, its implementation
is necessary to recover the lively memory of jazz music. So...
let’s ‘jazz’ it out!

A

Atmospheric collage for the point of interaction -A-
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Point of Interaction B:
COVERED GATHER SPOTS

[Point of interaction -B-]
[Covered gathering spots]

[M]

Point of Interaction B:
COVERED GATHER SPOTS

WE WANT TO KNOW
EACH OTHER,
WE NEED A PLACE
TO MEET!

[ B= b*+ I,II,III= 4,8,10,12 ]
FORMULA (formula taken from the action plan, p. 86-87 & catalogues, p.88-95)

[ B= b*+ I,II,III= 4,8,10,12 ]
point of interaction

actors/agents

urban elemnent
+
technical solution

urban results
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B

Another
particular
characteristic
of the
areaarea
is the
of non-human
Another
particular
characteristic
of the
is sense
the sense
of non-human scale
scale
to wide
the wide
size
the Keizergracht
street
andlack
theoflack
of
duedue
to the
size of
theofKeizersgracht
street
and the
buildings
around
buildings
around
area,
which
gives aoffeeling
of isolation.
the area,
whichthe
help
shape
a feeling
isolation.
However,However,
there is a potential
there
is a potential
hidden in
this deserted
landscape.
picture in page
hidden
in this deserted
landscape.
(See
picture p. (See
44-45).
XX).
That
forgotten
structures,
like columns
concrete
rich in
content
Some
forgotten
structures,
such asand
columns
andslabs,
concrete
slabs,
rich in content
buildings
(Sound
Academy,
University
of Cape
Town
buildings,
power
buildings
(Sound
Academy,
University
of Cape
Town
buildings,
power plant
plant building), plus the weather sensation inspired the selection of the
building), plus the weather sensation inspired the selection of the place (Point
place (Point of interaction B) and the design of the urban elements: stick
of Interaction B) and the design of the urban elements: the stick columns and
columns and covers.
the covers.
The idea of these urban elements is to recover the human scale and to
respond to the weather conditions. Like pathfinders, covers and sticks try:
The idea of these urban elements is to recover the human scale and to respond
1=tI=@IHHB@N=?O`FA`HDM=-JLIDL>GM=>HA=CFIQM
to the weather conditions. Like pathfinders, covers and sticks try:
1=tI=`HNBDL>NB=INEBL=JIMM`?FB=>@N`P`N`BM=CIL=SIOHD=JBIJFB=>HA=INEBL=N>LDBN=
groups. 1=tI=@IHHB@N=?O`FA`HDM-=JLIDL>GM=>HA=CFIQM
1=tI=`HNBDL>NB=INEBL=JIMM`?FB=>@N`P`N`BM=CIL=SIOHD=JBIJFB=>HA=INEBL=N>LDBN=
1=tI=@LB>NB=A`CCBLBHN=IJJILNOH`N`BM=CIL=NEB=IJBH=>?>HAIH=>LB>M=>LIOHA
=CIL=
example groups.
areas for sound performances, gathering areas for students,
1= tI= @LB>NB= A`CCBLBHN= IJJILNOH`N`BM= CIL= NEB= IJBH= >?>HAIHBA= >LB>M=
fairs.
around – for example areas for sound performances, gathering areas
1=tI=?L`HD=MB@IHA=B@IHIGS=>@N`P`N`BM=`H=>=CILG>F`TBA=Q>S=?ON=>M=NBGJIL>F=
activities. for students, fairs.
1=tI=D`PB=MB@IHA=B@IHIGS=>@N`P`N`BM=>=CILG>F=MBNN`HD=QE`FB=G>`HN>`H`HD=
their temporary character.
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Fig. 56: Painted pavement

Fig. 57: Street covers
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and
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cars and
hence
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attention
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In this way
elements
(sticks
the area. toward
In this way
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arethe
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are
through
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this case
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covers. floor.
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COVERS
AS SURFACES
GATHERThe covers can contain
Covers as
surfaces toTOgather.
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Bus Stop
Bus Stop
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Power plant
Power plant
buildingbuilding

N

Fig. 58: Street market

N

Fig. 59: Art structures
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in the
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IF YOU DON’T
REMEMBER HOW THIS
PLACE LOOKS LIKE
NOW, GO TO PAGE 44!
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THE SENSE OF HUMAN SCALE
The light covers structure brings back the sense of human
scale which has been lost in the wide and deserted landscape
of District Six. It divides the space for smaller urban rooms and
makes it more accommodating and readable for its users.
Also, it creates a comfortable and pleasant (shadowed) place
for activities - now it is possible to stay, to trade, to play, to
rest..

B

Atmospheric collage for the point of interaction -B-
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Point of Interaction C:
COMMUNITY TABLE AND TEMPORARY ACTIVITIES

[Point of interaction -C-]

[Community tables and temporary activities]

[M]

Point of Interaction C:
COMMUNITY TABLE AND TEMPORARY ACTIVITIES

WE WANT TO
RECOVER THE
COMUNITY LIFE!

[ C= c*+ I,II,IV,V= 1,4,5,10 ]
FORMULA (formula taken from the action plan, p. 86-87 & catalogues, p.88-95)

[ C= c*+ I,II,IV,V= 1,4,5,10 ]
point of interaction

actors/agents

urban elemnent
+
technical solution

urban results
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C

As it was explained in the Past chapter (see p. 36-37), District Six was well-known
as a barter town based on exchange trading. In this respect, it can be described
as a lending-trust-trading community. According to former habitants of District
Six (interviews), the sense of community was a very important value that was
lost when the community was diffused in the apartheid period. Despite the fact
that District Six is dominantly an abandoned area, there are some remaining
landmarks such as Saint Mark Church, mosques, students residential area and
a itcouple
of houses
90’ as aDistrict
pilot relocation
project which
As
was explained
in erected
the Pastinchapter,
Six was well-known
as a was never
barter
town(District
based Six
on Museum).
exchangeThat
trading.
In this
respect, for
it the
canreconstruction
be
continued
presents
a potential
described
as a lending-trust-trading
of the community,
which inspired acommunity.
selection ofAccording
this area former
as the point of
habitants
of District
Six (interviews), the sense of community was a very
interaction
(Point C).
important value that was lost when the community was diffused in the
apartheid
period.
Despite the
fact of
that
District Six the
is dominantly
To recover
the historical
sense
community,
intention isan
to create a
abandoned
there areusing
someasremaining
landmarks
such
as Saint
domestic area,
atmosphere
the urban
elements
tables
and chairs in
Mark
Church, mosques,
studentsfor
residential
areaas
and
couple offor
houses
combination
with vegetation
shadowing
anaattractor
people.
erected in 90' as a pilot relocation project which was never continued (ref).
That presents a potential for the reconstruction of the community, which
These new gathering points are designed to catalyze processes, which could
inspired a selection of this area as a point of interaction (Point C).
join the existing communities, for example:
1=-pBLG>HBHN=?LB>^C>MN.=IL=-JBLG>HBHN=A`HHBLM.=k``? =
To recover the historical sense of community, the intention is to create a
1=cIGGOH`NS=QIL^MEIJM=
domestic atmosphere using as urban elements tables and chairs in
1=LB>M=CIL=MB@IHA=B@IHIGS=>@N`P`NS===
combination
with vegetation for shadowing as an attractor for people.
1=rBF`D`IOM=>HA=@IGGIH=@BFB?L>N`IHM
These new
gathering points are designed to catalyze processes, which
could join the existing communities, for example:
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1=/pBLG>HBHN=?LB>^C>MN0=IL=0JBLG>HBHN=A`HHBLM0=JON=NEB=LBCBLBH@B=CLIG=
tina).
1=cIGGOH`NS=QIL^MEIJM=
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Fig. 60: Painted pavement

Fig. 61: Urban furniture

for community
for community
interaction.
interaction.
The tables
The tables
can becan
used
be used
Painted
Painted
pavement
pavement
as pathfinders:
as pathfinders:
The first
Thestrategy
first strategy
to
to TablesTables
PAINTED PAVEMENT AS PATHFINDERS
TABLES FOR COMMUNITY INTERACTION
reducereduce
the dimension
the dimension
of the road,
of thedecrease
road, decrease
velocity
velocity
of carsof cars for community
for community
eventsevents
like permanent
like permanent
breakfast,
breakfast,
commucommuThe first strategy to reduce the dimension of the road,
The tables can be used for the community events like
and hence
and hence
direct citizens
direct citizens
attention
attention
towardtoward
the area.
theAreas
area. Areas nity workshops
nity workshops
or for kids
or for
tokids
study.
to study.
The tables
The tables
are fixed
areon
fixed on
decrease velocity of cars and hence direct citizens’ attention
permanent breakfast, community workshops or for kids to
of social
of social
interaction
interaction
can becan
placed
be placed
combining
combining
with the
with the the ground
the ground
to avoid
to isolation
avoid isolation
from other
from groups.
other groups.
toward the area. Areas of social interaction can be placed
study. The tables are fixed to the ground to avoid isolation
urban urban
elements,
elements,
in this in
case
thistables
case tables
and chairs.
and chairs.
combining with the urban elements, in this case tables and
from other groups.
chairs.
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Fig. 62: Greenery and shade

Fig. 63: Permanent breakfast

Tables to
TABLES
TO create
CREATEdomestic
DOMESTICatmosphere.
ATMOSPHERENon-traditional
urban elementsurban
can be
placed incan
spaces
to stimulate
its
Non-traditional
elements
be placed
in spaces
change,
for example
the excessive
linear
parking
lots. Inlinear
this
to
stimulate
its change,
for example
the
excessive
respect the
domesticthe
atmosphere
tables
parking
lots.creation
In thisofrespect,
creation by
of the
domestic
and chairs can
re-think
spaces
the to
city.
atmosphere
byhelp
the to
tables
andthe
chairs
caninhelp
re-think
the spaces in the city.

Tables for spreading community sense . The tables create
TABLES FOR SPREADING COMMUNITY SENSE
urban relations, as pathfinders they are distributed in the
The tables create urban relations, as pathfinders they are
land and close to residential areas or other communities
distributed in the land and close to residential areas or other
(academic, religious).
communities (academic, religious).
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IF YOU DON’T
REMEMBER HOW THIS
PLACE LOOKS LIKE
NOW, GO TO PAGE 46!
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MEETING UP
The proximity of important actors, such as the Cape Technikon
and religious buildings, creates a positive climate for gathering
and the community exchange that is why the community
tables element was implemented in the area, together with
green elements. The elements are made out of low-cost
materials like recycled wood and metal but the quality of
design is kept. The space is transformed from an anonymous
and identity-less area into a vibrant spot of meeting up,
gathering and hanging out - students chatting after university
activities, inhabitants of the close-by communities discussing,
children from the church playing and learning, tourists waiting
for the bus and resting in the shadow.

C

Atmospheric collage for the point of interaction -C-
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Point of Interaction D:
HILLS
OF INTERACTION:
NEW LANDSCAPE
[Point
of interaction
-D-]
FOR COMMUNITY JOIN

[M]

[Hills of interaction: new landscape for community join]

Point of Interaction D:
HILLS OF INTERACTION: NEW LANDSCAPE
FOR COMMUNITY JOIN

THIS SPACE
SHOULD BE FOR
EVERYBODY!

[ D= d*+ III,IV,V= 1,4,6,11,12 ]

FORMULA (formula taken from the action plan, p. 86-87 & catalogues, p.88-95)

[ D= d*+ III,IV,V= 1,4,6,11,12 ]
point of interaction

actors/agents

urban elemnent
+
technical solution

urban results
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D

E

,6,11,12 ]

The most impressive events in the city are its natural features, that
create a mixture between urban and nature. The table mountain, the
Devil´s Peak and the Lion`s Head are very important landmarks that
enhance even more the flat condition of the rest of the city.
The most impressive characteristics
of thelandscapes
city are in
itsthe
natural
features,
This value of contrasting
city like hilly
and flat,that
green
and grey
it was
used
as an inspiration
to create
spaces of the
contrast
in the
create a mixture between
urban
and
nature.
The table
mountain,
Devil´s
point of interaction selected (Point D). It is characterized mainly by
Peak and the Lion`s Head
are
very
important
landmarks
that
enhance
the
flat
low-density ntrovert typology of residential buildings, where playgorund
landscapes of the rest ofareas
the and
city.streets were empty of people during the study trip visit,
therefore the sense of community is not presented.

This value of contrastingIn landscapes
in the city, like steep and flat, green and
order to join the existing community are proposed bumped hills
grey, was used as an inspiration
toand
create
contrast
in the can
Point
landscape as
urbanspaces
element. of
This
new landscape
varyofin
materiality, mainly
green of colorful
textures in order
to created:
Interaction D. It is characterized
by low-density
and
introvert typology
1=oJBH=>NL>@N`PB=>LB>M=CIL=@IGGOH`NS=D>NEBL`HD
of residential buildings, where
playground areas and streets have been empty
1=LB>M=NI=LBMN=>HA=F>SAIQH
(study trip), therefore the1=v`BQJI`HNM=NI=MBB=INEBL=`GJILN>HN=F>HAG>L^M=@FIMB=?S
sense of community was not presented (see picture
1=p>FSCOFF=>LB>M=CIL=^`AM
p. 48-49).
In order to join the existing community, hilly landscape is proposed as the urban
element. This new landscape can vary in materiality, green and urban textures,
in order to create:
1=oJBH=>HA=>NNL>@N`PB=>LB>M=CIL=@IGGOH`NS=D>NEBL`HD
1=LB>M=NI=LBMN=>HA=F>S=AIQH
1=v`BQJI`HNM=NI=MBB=INEBL=`GJILN>HN=F>HAG>L^M=`H=NEB=>LB>
1=pF>SCOF=>LB>M=CIL=^`AM
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Fig 64: People enjoying green areas

Fig 65: People enjoying green areas
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the
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velocity
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especially
kids, toespecially
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gather
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theuse
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is necessary
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necessary
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and hence
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direct
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Fig 66: Urban landscape
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Fig 67: Multicultural exchange in playgrounds
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SPACE FOR EVERYBODY
By implementing the new landscape, inspired by surrounding
natural furthers, the atmosphere of domestic coziness is
created, to host community activities such as gathering,
hanging out, chatting, observing, playing. In the South African
context the safety is a primary and basing need which has to
be addressed in the public space, especially the safety of kids,
that is way it is crucial to build an environment where they
can safely play and learn with a community surveillance.

D

Atmospheric collage for the point of interaction -D-
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Point of Interaction E:
MODULAR GREEN HOUSES AND FARMING POTS:
[Point
of interaction -E-]
URBAN
FARMING
[Urban farming: modular green houses and farming pots]

[M]

Point of Interaction E:
MODULAR GREEN HOUSES AND FARMING POTS:
URBAN FARMING

WE WANT TO BE
ABLE TO GROW
OUR OWN FOOD!

[ E= e*+ I,II,III,IV,V= 2,5,6,9,10,12 ]
FORMULA (formula taken from the action plan, p. 86-87 & catalogues, p.88-95)

[ E= e*+ I,II,III,IV,V= 2,5,6,9,10,12 ]
point of interaction

actors/agents

urban elemnent
+
technical solution

urban results
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E

In the past District Six used to be a vineyard and farming area (Past Chapter, pageXX). South African good quality of wine is one of the most popular touristic activities, like wine tasting and vineyards visits, especially in
Western Cape (the region where Cape Town is located). The memory of
the place and the current activities happening around the city related
withpast
vineyards
and
as an
inspiration
propose
In the
District
Sixfarming,
used towere
be ataken
vineyard
and
farming to
area
(Past the
Chapter,
activity
urban
along
the selected
(Point
F). It is
characterisee
p. 34).ofDue
to farming
the good
quality
of Southarea
African
wine,
wine
tasting and
zed by open
of green
areas
andpopular
topographic
landscape.
vineyards
visitsfields
are one
of the
most
touristic
activities, especially in
Western Cape (study trip). The memory of the place and the current activities
The urban
elements
proposed
modular
green
houses
andwere
farming
happening
around
the city
relatedare
with
vineyards
and
farming,
taken as
(see Catalgue
pagethe
XX),activity
in order
create
the atmoshpere
urban area
anpots
inspiration
to propose
oftourban
farming
along the of
selected
landscape. They are flexible elements easy to move, transportor or to be
(Point
of Interaction E). It is characterized by open fields of green areas and
transformed, depending on the people`s needs, activities or other actors.
topographic landscape.
In this respect it is possible:
1 To attract urban farming organizations or food trading
The urban elements proposed are modular green houses and farming pots
1 To establish activities that communities can manage and sustain in
(see Catalogue p. 88). They are flexible elements easy to move, transport or to
time.
be transformed, depending on the people`s needs, activities or other factors. In
1 To bring and join the different communities around
this
respect,
possiblearea
to: for citizens and tourists
1 To
create ita is
common
1=NNL>@N=OL?>H=C>LG`HD=ILD>H`T>N`IHM=IL=CIIA=NL>A`HD
1 To transform the conflict and uncertainty significance of the area into a
1=eMN>?F`ME=>@N`P`N`BM=NE>N=@IGGOH`N`BM=@>H=G>H>DB=>HA=MOMN>`H=`H=N`GB
=
positive
meaning.
1=bL`HD=>HA=aI`H=NEB=A`CCBLBHN=@IGGOH`N`BM=>LIOHA
1=cLB>NB=>=@IGGIH=>LB>=CIL=@`N`TBHM=>HA=NIOL`MNM
1=tL>HMCILG=NEB=@IHCF`@N=>HA=OH@BLN>`HNS=M`DH`C`@>H@B=IC=NEB=>LB>=`HNI=>=
positive meaning.
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Fig 68: Painted pavement

Fig 69: Modular structure
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Fig 70: Farming pots

Fig 71: Public farming spaces
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FARMING
farming. This
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oninside
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They
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as AS
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areas: The
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FARMINGelements
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AREAS
farming
canfarming
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The urban
canasbelearning
used asareas
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or farming
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This
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andother.
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GROWTH AND TOGETHERNESS

!

IF YOU DON’T
REMEMBER HOW THIS
PLACE LOOKS LIKE
NOW, GO TO PAGE 50!

Through the implementation of the farming elements such
as the farming pots and the modular glass houses, the
memory of harvesting and cultivating is brought back to the
District Six. The temporality of these activities is reflected
in the design - the pots and the glass houses are modular
and movable structures, easy to assemble and transport.
However, the intervention starts on the street it may spread
in time on the surrounding vacant land. The rich tradition
of farming in South Africa is a perfect occasion to bring the
former community of the area together, to involve the existing
urban farming communities and to catalyze the growth of
new communities.

E

Atmospheric collage for the point of interaction -E-
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Point of Interaction F:
LIGHTING SHOW TO CONNECT DIFFERENT ESTATES

[Point of interaction -F-]

[Lighting show to connect different estates]

[M]

Point of Interaction F:
LIGHTING SHOW TO CONNECT DIFFERENT ESTATES

WE WANT
SAFER PLACES!

[ F= f*+ I,II,IV,V= 2,5,6,9,10,12 ]
FORMULA (formula taken from the action plan, p. 86-87 & catalogues, p.88-95)

[ F= f*+ I,II,IV,V= 2,5,6,9,10,12 ]
point of interaction

actors/agents

urban elemnent
+
technical solution

urban results
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F

The connectivity between the different existing uses (religious, educational and residential) of the point of interaction F selected (See action plan),
creates a big potential, particularly the pedestrian bridge connecting
Zonneblomen and Woodstock. The bridge, in the Woodstock area, is
surrounded by urban fabric, a very important commercial Shopping Mall
and residential activities. In Zonnenbloem the bridge is connected with
the urban fabric informal paths made by the users that arrive to the area
by MyCity busbetween
(See past chapter
and picture
XX). The
lack of
identiThe connectivity
the different
existing
usesplace´s
(religious,
educational
ty, resulted of
in the construction
of fenced
and hermetic
residences
and
and residential)
selected Point
of Interaction
F, creates
a big potential,
facilities,
plus
buparkingbridge
areas around
religious
landmarks
(see
picture XX).area
particularly
the
pedestrian
connecting
District
Six and
Woodstock

(see picture p. 52-53). The bridge, on the Woodstock area side, is surrounded by
urban
element
designed
non-traditional
street lamps
catalourbanThe
fabric,
a busy
shopping
mallisand
residential activities.
On (see
District
Six side,
gie page), inby
order
to:
it is connected
informal
paths made by the users that arrive to the area
1 Establish
more secure
for pedestrians
by MyCiti
busesa(‘From
global path
to local’,
see p. 30-31). The place´s lack of identity
1 To in
start
the different
hermetic
communities
resulted
thelinking
construction
of fenced
and
hermetic residences and facilities,
1 Promoting temporary activities such as light shows
plus bus parking areas around religious landmarks (see picture p. 52-53).
1 To bring nightlife
1 To create new identity to the place

The designed urban element is a non-traditional street lamps system (see
catalogue p. 88), in order to:
1=eMN>?F`ME=>=GILB=MB@OLB=J>NE=CIL=JBABMNL`>HM =
1=sN>LN=F`H^`HD=NEB=A`CCBLBHN=EBLGBN`@=@IGGOH`N`BM
1=pLIGINB=NBGJIL>LS=>@N`P`N`BM=MO@E=>M=F`DEN=MEIQM =
1=bL`HD=H`DENF`CB
1=cLB>NB=HBQ=`ABHN`NS=NI=NEB=JF>@B
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Fig 72: Painted pavement

Fig 73: Lighting urban furniture
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Fig 74: Lighting installation

Fig 75: Lighting event
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(Kiib, 2015).
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SAFE WAY BACK HOME

!

IF YOU DON’T
REMEMBER HOW THIS
PLACE LOOKS LIKE NOW,
GO TO PAGE 52!

In the developing countries like South Africa, safety of
pedestrians is an important issue which has to be addressed.
Introducing lighting in the area aims to considerably increase
level of safety. The sense of insecurity also enhances the
hermetic housing typology, which can be reversed with the
implementation of the lighting elements. The warm light
maintains the cozy and inviting atmosphere and gives people
a comfortable visual experience. Furthermore, ‘light corridors’
create connection between more densify areas and provide a
safer and more friendly passage through deserted landscape.

F

Atmospheric collage for the point of interaction -F-
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[Future regeneration of District Six]
[Wish list]

Sustainability

Democratic
Sports

Attractors

Actions

Togetherness

Democratic spaces

People

Diversity

Second economn

Short distances
Meaning
Wine farm
Economy

Equity

City life

Walkability
Green
Comunity
Mixed us

District Density
Six
Public spaces

Regeneration

Make
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Urban

future

Society

Design

Community

Public transport
areas

Jazz

Music

Traffic calming

Integration

Identity

regulation

People

Investment

Future regeneration
farming

Memory
137

Events

mny

Human scale

Food

Connectivity

se Activities Light

District Six
area*

40 ha

Housing
capacity*

5.500
units

District Six
expected
population*

20.000
people

*NM and Le Grange, 2012

N
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200
m

LINEAR REGENERATION
The linear scenario is the extension of the punctual scenario,
in order to create a linear network of public spaces. It proposes
to restructure the existing infrastructure into activities corridors
and to implement a shared space concept. This linear
development omits the landownership problems, therefore,
the regeneration can start from borders to inner plot areas.
The main idea behind it, is to establish the connections with
the north, south, west and east of the city, where it is denser.
N

0
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m
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[Urban mobility]
[Scenarios of regeneration]

The mobility concept establishes to recover the human scale in the road network of Cape Town´s
neighborhoods
(City Bowl),
progressively,
through the
the reduction
of roadinsizes
giving
priorityoftoCape
massive
and
The mobility concept
establishes
to recover
human scale
the and
road
network
Town´s
alternative
means
of
transport.
The
new
road
network
system
will
be
compound
by
traffic
corridors
and
neighborhoods (City Bowl), progressively, through the reduction of road sizes and giving priority to massive and
intermodal means
hubs. The
corridors The
are carrying
andsystem
private will
transport
and shared
space
concept
is
alternative
of transport.
new roadpublic
network
be compound
by traffic
corridors
and
introduced
where
possible.
The are
intermodal
nodes
contain
MyCiti
public transport
stops
(seeconcept
page 30),
intermodal
hubs.
The
corridors
carrying
public
and
private
transport
and
shared
space
is
The mobility concept establishes to recover the human scale in the road network of Cape Town´s
bike-sharing
stops and
bike- parking.
The nodesnodes
are intermodal MyCiti
hubs that
helps to createstops
modal shiftpage
(Jensen,
introduced
where
possible.
The intermodal
public
neighborhoods
(City
Bowl), progressively,
through the contain
reduction of road
sizes transport
and giving priority(see
to massive30),
and
2012)
and smooth the
traffic. parking. The nodes are intermodal hubs that helps to create modal shift (Jensen,
bike-sharing
and
alternative stops
means
of biketransport. The new road network system will be compound by traffic corridors and
2012)
and
smooth
the
traffic.
intermodal hubs. The
corridors are carrying public and private transport and shared space concept is
introduced where possible. The intermodal nodes contain MyCiti public transport stops (see page 30),
bike-sharing stops and bike- parking. The nodes are intermodal hubs that helps to create modal shift (Jensen,
2012) and smooth the traffic.
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**The
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anddata
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step-by-step
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in
four
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of different
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´Copenhaguenize´¹ Cape Town
The
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[Technical drawings: corridors and nodes]
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Following will be presenting technical drawings showing the section
design for both corridors and nodes. These dimensions are taken
from the municipality’s mobility research.
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[Democratic City]
DEMOCRATIC CITY IS A ‘RAW CITY’ - CONCLUSION
The democratic city is a concept that represents the conclusion of the project. It can be understood
as a ‘raw city’ because it constantly transforms and hence the urban regeneration is an ongoing
process. Therefore, it can be stated that the democratic city is:
Urban transformation by the participation of different actors: Democratic Design. We attempted to
achieve that by interviewing people from Cape Town and opening a dialog with the municipality
during the study trip.
Progressive urban growing and self-building typologies: Urban Regeneration. In our project it is
reflected in a desire to inspire and enhance the community’s engagement into the city creation.
Multipurpose spaces that allow the performance of different activities and affordances:
Performative Urbanism. Temporary events are possible due to implementation of the urban
elements which catalyze urban regeneration processes.
The understanding of general urban problems to propose focalized solutions: Urban Acupuncture.
The theory was used to select sites for interventions and match them with urban elements to
unfold their potential.
Identity of the place and reinforcement of its ‘natures’ and the community sense: Landscape
Urbanism. It is reflected in following the memory of the place and using it to recover the
community spirit of District Six.
Democratic public spaces as hubs of institutional, social, commercial and mobility interactions:
Sustainable Design. By implementing the points of interaction on Keizergracht Street (where the
public transportation system has been already implemented) it became possible to reuse the
existing flows, reinforce them and catalyze new ones.
Work opportunities and inclusion of second economies: Sustainable Design. In our project, it is
enhanced by creating new events and new places of gathering and interaction where people
can find employment or trade their goods.
Actors ‘willingness to work together: Political dimension. We attempted to engage different
parties in the project’s development - municipality, community, designers, urban planners, events
creators etc.
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FUTURE REGENERATION OF DISTRICT SIX - REFLECTION
In our vision, the best case scenario for District Six would be its regeneration into a vibrant and
dense neighborhood with the rich street life and democratic public spaces. However, that vision
provokes a question of the surrounding infrastructure which now is a large and problematic
barrier - would it be possible to remove it? In the future, if District Six regenerates into a mixed
uses urban area the question of its connectivity with the rest of the city will become an important
issue to address. What if the big highways, which isolate it now, would be disassembled?
Existing examples like Boston’s Big Dig project or removing State Route 480 from San Francisco’s
downtown show that it significantly improves the quality of urban space and city life (Walker, 2014).
On the other hand, it brings a question of the traffic and flows organization, but many highways
systems were overbuilt, especially in South African context, and removing them makes cities
healthier, greener and safer (Walker, 2014).
US IN THE URBAN DESIGN WORLD - REFLECTION
When it comes to a reflection on the project, it is necessary to come back to the questions about
the urban design field and the urban designer profession which were asked at the beginning of
this project (‘Our motivation’ p. 5). Who is an urban designer today and what are his or her tasks?
What does it mean to be an urban designer? What is the field of urban design? And what is the
today’s city, what does it mean and how to design it?
The reflection inspired by the design process which took place during this project is that it is not
possible to fully know tasks of an urban designer until getting very close to the matter which
he or she works with and ‘putting hands’ of the assignment. One may risk the statement, that
the urban designer is himself a catalyst for the processes, therefore his role is to catalyze the
development of cities. Taking into account that the urbanizations processes are rapid and
dynamic, the response to them should be the same. ‘Open-mind-ness’, constant negotiation,
flexibility and searching for new tools of designing and expression can help to keep up with the
urban space development and enhance it.
There is not any universal answer for the question ‘how to design the city’. It stays as a question
mark until the current, ongoing processes are comprehended. ‘We understand the present to
guide the future’ (William Lund). A city is much more than a physical environment and built
space, it is about people (Gehl, 2006). Acknowledging this human dimension is crucial to design a
successful and user-friendly urban space. Also, it brings back the notion of the democratic city as
a place of cooperation, negotiation and freedom of expression. This statement brings back the
notion of the democratic city as a place of cooperation, negotiation and freedom of expression. In
this respect, it can be said that:
Democratic city is togetherness.

‘One place might be like another, but one community is never like another. A community is not just a place where you live. (...) It is much more like that. It is alive. A
community is our home. It is a place where many of us where born and spent most
of our lives. It is a place where (...) most of us also hoped to die. It is a place some of us
friends and neighbours. It is a place of warmth, of friendship, of love and of quarrels.
Here we enjoy a feeling of togetherness. (...) Can you build community overnight?’
R. Rive ‘Buckingham Palace, District Six’ , 1986
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[Figure index]
Unless stablished differently, the pictures used in the book were took during the study trip to Cape Town in 2016 by the authors,
and the diagrams and other visual images were done during the development of the project, and therefore, they belong to
the authors of the book.
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Fig. 57: Street covers, 2016, [online] Available at: <https://encuentura.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/2009112318428124.jpg>
Fig. 58: Street market, 2016, [online] Available at: <https://earthboundexpeditions.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/aix-en-provencemarket.jpg>
Fig. 59: Art structures, 2016, [online] Available at: <http://www.domusweb.it/content/dam/domusweb/it/notizie/2014/07/26/
temple_of_agape/3-Temple-of-Agape-Ph-Gareth-Gardner.jpg>
Fig. 60: Painted pavement, 2016, [online]
d7/06c6d709efec887d94259c7531b0233b.jpg>

Available

at:

<

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/06/c6/

Fig. 61: Urban furniture, 2016, [online] Available at: <http://iranganje.ir/wp-content/uploads/photo_2015-10-16_01-57-39.jpg>
Fig.
62:
Greenery
and
shade,
2016,
[online]
com/736x/93/69/63/93696337154ac168c7f4a06a91a18b5a.jpg>

Available

at:

<https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.

Fig. 63: Permanent breakfast, 2016, [online] Available at: < http://www.citysharing.ch/_files/_forum_picts/080501070225_4/060708_
WiedikonStation.jpg>
Fig. 64: Painted pavement, 2016, [online] Available at: <http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ZrVVMnmDd4I/VTzqluE-EBI/AAAAAAAAAvs/
Suj91FZRcmI/s1600/P5220042.JPG>
Fig. 65: Green park-in, 2016, [online] Available at: <https://izmomadetogather.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/dsc_0022bis.jpg>
Fig. 66: Urban landscape, 2016, [online] Available at: <http://img.hb.aicdn.com/9cb32f895ef19b4b679eed77c48839f9bf1962f4130fdK44NtZ_fw658>
Fig.
67:
Multicultural
exchange
in
playground,
2016,
[online]
Available
at:
<https://nebula.wsimg.
com/440efbfc6c3ca13f9daa41b558ed6661?AccessKeyId=E77DAF0375C1723314F0&disposition=0&alloworigin=1>
Fig. 68: Painted pavement, 2016, [online] Available at: <http://36.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_lbf18wowMi1qzor87o1_1280.jpg>
Fig. 69: Modular structure, 2016, [online] Available at: <http://images.adsttc.com/media/images/544b/defa/e58e/cebb/8100/0372/
large_jpg/Grooming_Retreat_Gartnerfuglen_MarianaDelas_03.jpg?1414258411>
Fig. 70: Farming pots, 2016, [online] Available at: <http://insideurbangreen.typepad.com/.a/6a00e398248092883300e553ccc4
ea8834-pi>
Fig. 71: Public farming spaces, 2016, [online] Available at: <http://aspect.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/News_AS_
AILANSWAward_lv3_809w_409h13.jpg>
Fig. 72: Painted pavement, 2016, [online] Available at: <http://design.yuanlin.com/UpLoadFile/20113/2011391621534.jpg>
Fig. 73: Lighting urban furniture, 2016, [online] Available at: <http://www.bridgepark.org/sites/default/files/social%20component.
jpg>
Fig. 74: Lighting instalations, 2016, [online] Available at: <http://www.amsterdamdelicious.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/
evening-tour-or-bubbels-en-bites-2.jpg>
Fig. 75: Lighting event, 2016, [online] Available at: < http://assets.inhabitat.com/wp-content/blogs.dir/1/files/2015/03/LightemotionQuebec-City-Lampshade-Streetlights.jpg>
Fig. 76: Municipality of Cape Town proposal for primary street: Keizersgracht street section. NM and Le Grange, 2012, District Six
Development Framework. Cape Town: City of Cape Town page 77.
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[Design process]
This project started as a general wondering about how to
improve the quality of public spaces in Cape Town. The first
stage was mostly research, as a method of understanding
the context where we were going to work with. From general
information about the city to specific conditions of the different
neighborhoods and the history that took place in District Six
area (particularly the time related with the apartheid and how
it reinforced social segregation, see Vol. I, PAST chapter).

it work.
From the analysis prior to the study trip, we knew about
the IRT (see Vol. I, p.31) and the bus stops along District Six
that is the one of the key attractors for the project. The
next step was to design the spaces around the bus stops.
The use of traditional master plan, to attract people to the
area through activities and program found during the trip,
was implemented. However, it did not work as we expected,
something was missing and doubts came up regarding the
right way to address the project. After one supervision, it was
clear that the project was demanding other methods of
development in a more analytical and organic way to achieve
the objectives.

It was also important for us to research about projects that
took place in Cape Town, the ones that are still in progress,
and the ones which ideas still in progress. This research was
done both at city level and also local level, to fully comprehend
how public spaces of the city work.
In this first stage, we already knew where did we want
to work for the project, District Six (see Vol. I, p. 32 for more
information), but at that time we were still not aware of the
difficulties that we were about to face. It was also visible, even
from the distance, that Cape Town was a city of ‘borders’ (see
Vol. I, p. 64), concept that we fully understood some weeks
later during our study trip. Last but not least, we knew that
Democratic Design (see Vol. I, p. 70) was the key to design
public spaces for people, particularly in a country with such
characteristics. (See Vol., Now Chapter, p.40)

District Six is a controversial place, people in Cape Town have
too many unconscious concerns about it because of its
history. It cannot be developed in a traditional way because
of the land ownership (See Vol I., Chapter Now), it is an ‘empty’
area. The Technikon University land (bought during apartheid)
was something people was fighting for since long time ago.
Very few people came back to live there, even the urban
planning department of the municipality had concerns
about the future development of the area. All this, plus our
previous idea of ‘border’, led us to change our mind, to shift to
a non-traditional way of urban development. The traditional
way (the standard master plan: fixed design) was already
attempted by the municipality and it failed. The area was
claiming for temporary activities, for people, for community.
The spaces and buildings will be a consequence, a need, after
people’s space ´invasion´.

This research led us to contact different people connected to
Cape Town city, from students in the University of Cape Town,
to municipality departments, as well as some other architects/
urban designers/associations whose work was related with
public spaces in the city. The information collected from them
was extremely helpful through our process of analysis and
understanding of District Six and its complexity. They provide
us some other contacts, different publications (from books to
thesis or websites), as well as the possibility of meeting them
during our study trip.

We realized we needed to change the project approach,
aiming for a democratic city where community sense
and recovering the human scale were the main goals.
These approaches included theories such as performative
urbanism, urban catalyst, landscape urbanism and urban
acupuncture (see Vol. I, p. 80), basic elements (see Vol. I, p. 88))
with simple technical solutions (technical solutions catalogue,
Vol. I p. 94) that people/actors/agents (see Vol. I, p. 90) will use
to regenerate the area in focalized points (see Vol. I, p. 96-133),
as the first attempt of develop urban results (see Vol. I, p 92),
that with time would regenerate the area (see Vol. I, p. 136).
New tools were needed to work on this kind of urbanism,
and the Action Plan (see Vol. I, p. 86-87) and Dynamic Master
Plan (see Vol. I, p. 84-95) became our main methodology for
developing the project.

As it is mentioned in Volume I (see p.54), the study trip
became a milestone for the development of the project
once we landed in Cape Town. The area, District Six, that we
analyzed from books, websites and pictures, became real
and its complexity was visible for us since the beginning.
From hearing about its history during a walking tour in the
area to reading everything that happened there in District Six
Museum, and understanding what people thought about it
during the interviews, it was clear to us that community spirit
is something alive in Cape Town, and it was the anchor point,
what we needed to bring back to District Six in order to make
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[Catalogue of human behavior]
One of the main things studied during the trip to Cape Town (Vol.
I, p. 54) was analyzed the behavior of the inhabitants and tourists
in order to learn how to design for them according to cultural
patterns and urban-social dynamics. In this analysis we studied
how people relates to urban spaces (White, 1980, see literature
reference Vol. I), what do they seek and what do they d in order
to design according to their needs and behaviors. The following
pages show the main behaviors found during the study trip, which
were used as references and/or affordances for the proposed
urban elements.

SECOND ECONOMY
Second economy is a constant in every corner of Cape Town, sometimes in the shape of stands along the
streets, some other times just as a small display on the street pavement. The conditions of this second
economy are not as good as it should be, not every stand is integrated in the city’s economy, some of them
are temporary and informal sales point. The difficulties and effort of mounting and dismounting the stands,
plus the high rates of taxations that some of the street vendors are not able to afford, are the main cause
of informal second economy in Cape Town. However, the beauty hidden behind this economy is the way
it uses the space and organizes itself in place and time. The proposal of using columns and covers helps
to formalize this trading system without losing the understanding of the way they work (street vendors as
user-nomads of the public space). It creates the possibility to change the commercial activities and hence
test them.
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JAY CROSSING
Cape Town is a car-infrastructure city due to the large scale of the city, where car mobility is the main priority. This is even visible in the streetlights, where the green time for people crossing is much shorter than
the red light. In these conditions, pedestrians’ crossing areas are not used in the way they should be used,
because they cause umcomfortability to the users, which rather cross in the shortest path they find, regardless of age (in the second picture, it is visible how a group of kinds cross the road after school in a very
relaxed way). The absence of easier crossing areas and even the absence of street for them to walk (last
picture) claims for a more devoted pedestrian friendly city, with less priority for cars: the project proposal of
shared space tries to solve this problem, by creating awareness for cars (by using several technical solutions) and provide a safer area for pedestrians where they can move freely.
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SITTING AROUND
The city provides different furniture and/or other elements that afford sitting and relaxing, but people seek
not only for a sitting place, but also for comfort, which in such a warm city as Cape Town, means also
shadow. The most occupied and preferable places to sit were the ones with some shadow element beside
it (usually trees). After some observation, another fact came to the front, which is that people sitting sideby-side does not communicate as much as people sitting in circle (as in the first image, where they are not
even using urban furniture, but just arranged in a way that allow them to speak to each other).
The proposed urban element of tables with integrated shadowing will provide both activities, sitting and
communicating with other, while providing the necessary comfort.
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OTHER USES OF THE EMPTY AREAS
Cape Town is a dense city, with a high population (see information in Volume I, Cape Town, p. 13), this means
that there is not so much empty areas in the city fabric. But the few ‘empty’ areas provide space for different
activities, from creating user’s paths as a shortcut through an empty plot (first picture), to use the urban
furniture to create a football playground in an open square in the city center (second picture), to become a
living area/shelter for people without resources (see third and fourth pictures).

UNSAFETY DUE TO LACK OF LIGHTING

COMMUNITY BONDING THROUGH GARDENING

Cape Town has a high crime rate (see Volume I, p.
29), with is reinforced by the insufficient lighting in the
city, reason why the streets are not that transited
during nighttime. The proposal of lighting elements
to create safety in the city is a need for security.

The existing use of unusual elements, as pots, is
already present in the city, and the social cohesion
it provides, it makes to propose urban farming
greenhouses and pots as a great opportunity to
increment community bonding and group activities.

?

?

?

? ?

?
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[Problems and potental mapping]
The following problems and potentials mapping, presented
in scale, shows the in-situ analysis developed in the area
using Kevin Lynch methodology (Lynch, 1960, see literature
reference Vol. I) as a methodology to understand the urban
landscape that the project would deal with. It was based
in Lynch five principles of urban readability: paths (street
hierarchy), edges (both physical edges and political edge
demarcation), districts (differentiating different land uses),
nodes (MyCiti bus stops) and landmarks (understood as
points of orientation: main buildings and institutions).

Legend
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[Design drawings]
[Keizersgracht plan of intervention]
The following map shows the detailed design in scale of the
performative scenario of Keizersgracht Street. In addition, it shows
the location of technical safety solutions, such as, traffic cones,
elevated surfaces, and speed redactors (bumped mushrooms).
According to the technical supervisions (N. Agerholm), in order to
achieve a proper-shared-space it is necessary to reduce the car
speed velocity, for that reason elevated asphalt surfaces and
speed bumped were implemented.
The second map shows the detailed design in scale of the future
scenario of Keizersgracht Street. In addition, it shows the location
of the technical safety solutions, such as, elevated surfaces and
speed redactors (bumped mushrooms) to achieve the propershared-space area. In addition, it shows the location of linear
parking lot in the multipurpose area.
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PERFORMATIVE DESIGN SCENARIO
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FUTURE DESIGN SCENARIO
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Bus/car
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Bumped mushrooms
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Elevated surface
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Elevated surface²

Bumped
mushrooms

Legend
Bumped mushrooms
Urban elements
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Sc. 1.2500
Online images taken from:
¹http://sydamager.dk/Soevang/images/20120912_Faelledvej_ved_Parkvej.jpg
²http://www.cycling-embassy.dk/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/road-improvements-1311780378.jpg

[Parking calculation]
Underground parking (1 level)*

This plan shows the underground parking design by the
municipality (NM and Le Grange, 2012, see literature reference of
Vol. I) and the proposal for linear parking on Keizersgracht Street, as
part of the intervention
of Meeting on
Borders
Underground
parking
(1 projects.
level)* The linear
parking calculation is based on the standards regulations (NM and
Le Grange, 2012, see literature reference of Vol. I) However, such
parking is design in a way that maintains the proposed shared
space while creating ‘multipurpose areas’ that serve for this use.
Linear surface parking*
Nonetheless, it is a political decision (technical supervisor, PhD Eng.
Niels Agerholm), and it depends on the desires of the municipality
and future investors.

232.450 m2

8.600 places
130 places

The minimum percentage recommended for
parking is 10% of the quantity of housing. (NM
Underground
parking
(1 level)*to the density
and Le Grange,
2012). According
regulation (NM and Le Grange, 2012) for
Keizersgracht Street there would be placed
around 1300 dwellings approximately.

232.450 m2

Underground parking (1 level)*

*(Calculation:Raczka,
8.600
places Fernandez, Hernandez, 2016)

Linear surface parking*

130 places
The minimum percentage recommended for
parking is 10% of the quantity of housing. (NM
and Le Grange, 2012). According to the density
regulation (NM and Le Grange, 2012) for
Keizersgracht Street there would be placed
around 1300 dwellings approximately.
*(Calculation:Raczka, Fernandez, Hernandez, 2016)

N

Sc. 1.7500

Underground parking**
Linear surface parking
**Undergorund parking map, taken from: District Six Development Framework (NM ang Le Grange, 2012)
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[Design drawings]
[Proposal sections]
This sections shows the technical solutions for two scenarios of
mobility (sinking the rail track, back to basics) of the project (see
Vol. I, p. 139)

Current Situation
sc. 1.2500

Nelson
Mandela
Boulevard

Sinking the motorway N1 (Nelson Mandela Boulevard) (Densification scenario)
sc. 1.2500

Nelson
Mandela
Boulevard

1.5 m

1.5 m

6m

6m

Cross section

Cross section
Sunk motorway

Sinking the rail tracks (Densification scenario)
sc. 1.2500

Nelson
Mandela
Boulevard

Cross section
Sunk rail tracks

Images taken from:
1http://www.publicspace.org/timthumb.php?src=/app/webroot/files/urbanps/projects/F017_01.jpg&w=1000&h=823&zc=1&q=95
2http://www.madrid.es/UnidadesDescentralizadas/ProyectosSingularesUrbanismo/ProyectoMadridRio/ActTerm/Ficheros/02AvdaPortugal.jpg
3https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CKyXLe_WcAAsBvV.jpg:large
4http://www.motorwaycare.com/images/Green_Wall_Noise_Barrier.jpg
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Rail tracks

Nelson
Mandela
Boulevard

Rail tracks

Sunk motorway
Nelson
Mandela
Boulevard

Noise and urban merge solutions

M30 motorway Madrid, Spain¹
Insertation of public space corridor over motorway. Urban transition from
highway to motorway.

Rail tracks

M30 motorway Madrid, Spain²
Insertation of public space corridor over
motorway. Urban transition from highway to
motorway.

Nelson
Mandela
Boulevard

Noise and urban merge solutions

Libertador Motorway, Caracas, Venezuela³
Architectonic design of sunk highways, allowing natural light, ventilation
and decreasing the noise.
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Green walls4
Usign vegetation to deal with noise produced
by car speed.

[Cape Town municipality meeting]
One of the main goals of the study trip was to visit the urban
planning department of Cape Town’s municipality to hear about
District Six, general plans and examples of urban spaces of the
city, ‘Dignified Public Places Program’ (City of Cape Town, 2003) and
‘Violence Prevention through Urban Upgrading’ projects (VPUU,
2016) (both of them in Vol. I, literature references). The first meeting
was very successful because they showed and explained several
projects for public spaces, which were triggered by the FIFA
World Cup in 2010 (see Vol. I, p. 31), as well as some projects under
development that are trying to improve the quality of the public
spaces in the township areas.
Alastair Graham, one of the participants of the meeting, and
manager of the VPUU program was kind enough to also give us a
tour through some of the VPUU projects around the metropolitan
area of the city. In the tour he explain to us, in-situ, what made
some of their projects successful (sense of community, see Vol. I,
p. 72), as well as provide us a bigger image of what townships are
and need.

Meeting with the municipality in their headquartes.

MITCHELLS PLAIN
TRAIN STATION

Car tour through Cape Town’s townships with A. Graham, as site visit of VPUU
(VPUU, 2016) projects working with and for communities.

ROAD TRIP!

HARARE LIBRARY

KUYASA LIBRARY

FOOTBALL FOR HOPE
CENTER
Diagram of the tour route and pictures of the main VPUU projects visited
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[Surveys in Cape Town]
Besides understanding the physical behavior of people in Cape
Town, it was also very important to learn what people think and
desire. After the feedback from the municipality, getting in touch
with capetonians was a very important part of the design process.
In order to do so, a short survey was formulated (prior to the trip)
to learn what people think regarding to District Six in particular and
mobility in Cape Town in general.
Such survey was interviewed to several people while the study
trip, and in the following pages there are presented some of the
most relevant ones.

Tourist
Intereviewed: walking
around in the city center

Receptionist
Intereviewed: reception
of the Hostel

Taxi driver
Intereviewed: on the
way to the airport

House keeper
Intereviewed: in the train
station

CAPE TOWN

CITY BOWL

Bartender
Intereviewed: District Six
Museum cafe/bar

City planner
Intereviewed: Municipality of
Cape Town, city center / Car
tour through townships

Educator
Intereviewed: District Six
Museum

Tour girl
Intereviewed: Green
Market Square, city center
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Interwiew location for the main surveys

“I like taxi because it is nice and quick.”
Taxi driver
41 years old
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“It is a green area, but just too sad [..] just too
abandoned: no buildings, no spaces.. just

massive brand-new road”
Ernesto Aguado
Spanish tourist/Work as farmer
25 years old
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a

“We definitelly need community activities and a

It is
much safer than the suburbs so we
nice park to chill on a bech, it fits there.
could do many things, like dance!.”
Hostel reception manager/
Former profesional dancer
48 years old
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“The area needs something for young people, to
keep them

away from drugs”

House keeper
58 years old
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“People take public spaces for granted, they just want
them, without taking care of them, that is why

don’t work here in Cape Town”
Bartender
39 years old
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they

“Comming back to live there? I wouldn’t like that!

I don’t have another 40 years to create
a community there”
Joe Schaffers
77 years old
Educator in District Six Museum/
Former Environmental Health Officer
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“I would very much like to live there. It

is so

close to the city centre [...] very green and
beautiful views!”
Elizabeth
25 years old
Tour guide
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“I don’t really feel unsafe but disconected,
from other public spaces and from the city”
Alastair Graham
51 years old
City planner
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[Project evaluation]
The democratic design introduced in this project includes several
processes. As opposed to a traditional master plan, this project has
several steps, which are developed through time and participation
of different actors, and evolving to new solutions depending on
the needs.
The different steps of the project start with the design proposal of
the urban designers, as a possible solution that will fulfill the needs
and problems of the future users. In this project, such proposal was
shaped as an Action Plan and a Dynamic Master plan, with some
examples of interaction and catalogues of different elements/
actors/solutions to be implemented in each of those points.
The next step of the project, once the design is finished (see Vol.
I), would be the evaluation of the project itself, not only by the
designers, but also by the different actors/agents that would
participate in the development of the project. In this evaluation
process, they (the actors/agents) should express what do they
think it will work on the proposal and why. This process of dialogue
will enrich the solution by implementing new ideas.
The actors/agents evaluating the project should help the
designers to re-think the proposal and help them to shape a new
version of it that will merge the ideas of all communities in an
improved proposal. The easier way of doing this would be through
participatory workshops and, ideally, by using models and/or tools
that can be easily transform to the user’s will to shape their ideas.

!
!
DESIGNERS
(US)

PROPOSAL

!

ACTORS/AGENTS
(WORKSHOPS)
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US

(AGAIN)

NEW PROPOSAL
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